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Law School Adjusts to FAIR Decision
Part I

Law Schools are therefore required
to provide military recruiters with equal
Editor-in-Chief
access to recruitment facilities and op
portunities, or the university would lose
all
federal funding -an impossible option
The National Security Law Associa
tion (NSLA) held it's career open house for universities that depend on federal re
last Thursday, September 21st, where it search grants. GW was one of the found
hosted officers from the military's Judge ing members of the Forum for Academic
Advocate General (JAG) among 12 other and Institutional Rights (FAIR), the organization that brought
governmental agencies
suit seeking that the
related to national se
Solomon Amend
Lambda Law has
curity. The presence of
ments be declared un
JAG Officers on cam
formed a committee
constitutional.
pus caused members
including members of
Lambda Law
of Lambda Law (the
Co-President
Aaron
student organization
NSLA and the Military
Schwid sat outside the
for law students inter
Law Association in an
NSLA's event handing
ested in gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and trans- attempt to find a mutually out flyers explaining
the legal background
gender legal issues) to
satisfactory policy.
and declaring "GW's
protest the military's
Lambda Law protests
"Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy by handing out flyers at the the presence of military employers that
discriminate against our gay, lesbian and
entrance to the open house.
The right of military recruiters to bisexual students and objects to the fact
have access to law school campuses was that the NSLA invited these discrimina
recently upheld in the Supreme Court tory military employers onto our cam
decision Rumsfeld v. FAIR. In that decision pus."
Schwid stated that "we'd like our
the court upheld the Solomon Amend
non-discrimination policy to have some
ments, which allows the Department of
Defense to deny funding to any university integrity." The Law School non-dis
that refused to allow military recruiters on crimination policy currently states that
its campus, saying that such regulation "The George Washington University
did not infringe law schools' freedom of Law School does not make its Career
Development Office facilities and services
speech.
BY SAM DA NGREMOND

available to employers who discriminate
in the selection of employees on the basis
of race, color, religion, gender, national
origin, disability, veteran status, sexual
orientation, or on any other basis prohib
ited by applicable law."
Schwid explained that in light of
the FAIR decision, "we're focused on a
long term policy." "We're trying to come
up with more creative solutions so that
the military couldn't come [on campus]."
When asked what he meant by "creative"
Schwid was decidedly noncommittal, say
ing "we're looking at all of our options."
He explained that Lambda law has two
main goals: education, so that each new
law school class isn't complacent about
the issue, and a long term revision to the
law school's policy regarding military
recruiters.
To this end, Lambda Law has

formed a committee including members
of NSLA and the Military Law Asso
ciation in an attempt to find a mutually
satisfactory policy. NSLA President Brian
Cruise explained that he is "looking for
ward to working with Lambda. We hope
to find a solution."
Cruise made specific mention of the
fact that the NSLA "takes no position on
the military's hiring policy. Our purpose
isn't to take on political issues, but to in
form students about national security." In
a similar vein, Schwid stated that "We're
not in any way anti-military - we want to
join up. We would much rather have them
come on campus and recruit everyone
than not come at all."
In the next issue, Nota Bene will report
on the Law School administration's respon se
to FAIR and it's plans to deal w ith this is
sue.
CI

Not just brownies and bars...

For Cheh, Often Uncertain and
Demoralizing Campaign Ended in
Exuberant Victory
BY JOH N WALKE R

Staff Writer
When Kathy Paterson broke the
news to Mary Cheh that she would not
be seeking another term representing
Ward Three on the District of Columbia
council, the two women were riding in a
van to a little league baseball game. Ms.
Paterson said that she was going to run
instead for the Council Chairman position
in the September 12, 2006 Democratic
primaries, and that the Ward Three seat
would soon be open.
When Professor Cheh found herself
at the council offices days later, friends
approached her and suggested that she
campaign to succeed Ms. Paterson as
the representative of Ward Three. Cheh,
who had worked on several reform proj
ects with the D.C. Council, was already
interested.
"It would be like a big law reform
project," Professor Cheh says, noting the
connection she found between what she
would be doing as a councilmember and
her scholarly and local work involving law

News

reform projects. But Professor Cheh still
met with George Washington University
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg and
Law School Dean Fred Lawrence to dis
cuss her intention to enter the campaign
for Ward Three representative. She re
ceived the blessings of both.
Professor Cheh admits that she did
not think much about the process of cam
paigning for the position, an omission that
may have benefited her. "If I had known
how hard it was, I might not have done
it," Professor Cheh says.
The Ward Three campaign was a
heated primary campaign in a city where
primaries have a disproportionate out
come on the winner of the race. Nine in
dividuals were dueling for the nomination
and the campaign often took on a negative
tone. Professor Cheh endured harsh criti
cism from many of her opponents and had
her campaign signs frequently defaced
and stolen. One unidentified anti-Cheh
campaigner even forged letters purporting
to be from members of the Law School
faculty expressing dissatisfaction with

The Federal Society proves that there are more creative
ways of fundraising at the taw school than just bake sales and bar
reviews by selling Professor Gregory Maggs bobble-head dolls.
Emblazoned with Maggs' face and signature line '"Ok, let's get
started...", the dolls are being sold this Thursday at the info desk
for $20.

See CHEH page 4
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Pakistani President Stops at GW During
Visit With President Bush

power in Pakistan and although he has
been accused of rigging elections and
Assistant News Editor
manipulating the judicial system in his
favor, Musharraf noted his commitment
His Excellency Pervez Musharraf, to democratic ideals on Friday.
"I realize that it may come as a sur
President of the Islamic Republic of Paki
stan, and his wife Mrs. Sehba Musharraf prise to you to hear a military man talk
addressed an audience of approximately about democracy," Musharraf said. "But
500 at the Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre this is how life is in Pakistan."
Musharraf said that the various po
at The George Washington University on
litical, social and educational reforms for
Friday, September 22, 2006.
which his govern
Musharraf
ment is responsible
arrived in the Unit
have contributed
ed States earlier in
"I realize that it may come
to the democrati
the week to attend
as a surprise to you to
zation of the na
the 61st meeting of
tion. "Democracy
hear a military man talk
the United Nations
means the empow
General Assembly
about democracy, but this
erment of people,"
in New York. His
is how life is in Pakistan."
Musharraf said.
appearance at the
"And I have in
University imme
~ President Pervez
troduced sustain
diately followed a
Musharraf
able democracy in
visit with President
Pakistan. [I have
George W. Bush at
instituted a system
the White House.
As is evidenced by his having been of] checks and balances to ensure that the
recognized by Time Magazine in May 2006 army chief never takes over again."
Musharraf claimed that he has
as one of 21 "leaders and revolutionar
ies... with the clout and power to change contributed vastly to the transformation
the world," Musharraf has as of recent of Pakistan from a failed state to one
played a particularly important role in which is emerging. "The Pakistan that I
inherited was failing in all departments,
international politics.
It must be noted, however, that especially economically," Musharraf
Musharraf's ascension to power is plagued said. "Pakistan was technically declared
with controversy. While serving as Army a defaulted state."
Musharraf said he took it upon
Chief of Staff, Musharraf seized control
of the government in a bloodless coup in himself to stabilize the economy and
October 1999. He then declared himself generate funds such that he could then
President of Pakistan in June 2001.
focus on human resource development.
Although Musharraf has been criti "Pakistan was a rudderless ship on high
cized for the manner in which he usurped seas," Musharraf said. "I gave direction
BY ANITA VAL LIANI

SBA Funds Katrina
Relief - Months Late

Habitat For Humanity in order to build an
entire house. However, Jammal explained
Editor-in-Chief
that "he got a little overly ambitious - and
we thought that we just had to cut the
The Student Bar Association (SBA) check and get it out."
last week cut a check for $4,534.84 to the
The exact cause of the delay ap
Red Cross to aid relief work in the after pears to have been miscommunication, as
math of Hurricane
both the SBA and the
Katrina. The SBA
Law School admin
Last year's SBA
had raised the mon
istration each stated
ey last year, through
that they were wait
was "waiting on the
various fundraisers
ing for the other. In
administration to find the an interview, Dean
such as bake sales
and bar reviews, but matching funds, and then it Lawrence said that
only disbursed the
just got lost in graduation he was merely wait
money just recently
ing on the SBA to
and the changeover."
— after last year's
inform him about the
SBA had neglected
account
and other in
~ Sam Jammal
to do so.
formation necessary
The cause of
to match their funds.
the delay appears to have been bureau However, SBA Treasurer Matt Rizzolo
cratic oversight and miscommunication stated that "the Dean's Office was going
between the SBA and the Law School to match the funds at some ratio (yet to be
administration.
determined), so we held onto it thinking
SBA President Sam Jammal ex we should wait until they decide."
plained that last year's SBA was "waiting
Dean Morrison confirmed that the
on the administration to find the matching Law School will be matching what the
funds, and then it just got lost in gradu SBA raised at a ratio of two to one, put
ation and the changeover." Former SBA ting the total donated by the law school
President Eric Koester had overseen much and it's students at over $13,600.
of the fundraising efforts, but graduated
In the end, Jammal admitted that
last spring after two years of leading the "it was a logistical mistake, but we've got
SBA. Koester had at one time spearheaded the money out to the people who need
an effort to try to raise some $60,000 for it."
•
BY SAM DANGREMOND

President Pervez Musharraf of Pakistan addressed a crowd of over 500 Friday at the
Dorothy Betts Man>in Theater.
to that ship."
Musharraf said.
He noted that he solved the fiscal
Musharraf traced the history and
deficit problem in Pakistan largely by social structure of Pakistan from 1979
encouraging individuals (sometimes with onward and argued that circumstances
the help of the military) to document their had led Pakistan in the wrong direction.
earnings. Increased tax revenue allowed "[War in Afghanistan and Kashmir
for a 4,400 percent increase in educational resulted in] tension and militancy on
spending alone.
both sides of Pakistan," Musharraf said.
Musharraf's efforts to alleviate pov "Warfare...[tore our] national fabric."
erty, curb unemployment of educated and
Musharraf said that Pakistan had
uneducated populations and improve the to correct its wrongs and indicated that
quality of life of inthe War on Terror
dividuals in Pakistan
offered the nation
are notable.
Musharraf has
the opportunity to
Nonetheless,
combat
terror as it
survived a number of
neither conservative
understood it and
assassination attempts
nor liberal groups in
modify its society.
Pakistan are particu
"Pakistan is a
made by his constituents,
larly pleased with his
moderate progressive
many implemented in
rule. Musharraf has
society," Musharraf
survived a number
response to his politics
said. "We want to
of assassination at
after September 11, 2001. take our society back
tempts made by his
to pre-1979. We want
constituents, many
to take our society to
implemented in re
the direction which
sponse to his politics after September 11, was set by our Founder, Quaid-e-Azam
2001.
Muhammad Ali Jinnah."
His cooperation with the US in
While 1979 undoubtedly marks the
the War on Terror resulted in his facing Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, it is pos
considerable opposition from conservative sible that in expressing his desire to take
Islamist parties, many members of which Pakistan back to pre-1979 Musharraf
have political, economic or familial ties also intended to convey his disapproval
with the Taliban in Afghanistan.
of the Hudood Ordinance. Enacted by
Although it has been suggested General Zia-ul-Haq in 1979, the Hudood
that the US coerced Musharraf into the Ordinance as it stands implements shari'a
War, Musharraf reiterated on Friday (Islamic Law) and enforces punishments
that Pakistan served as a willing partner mentioned in the Quran and the Sunnah
to the West. "I sincerely believe that... (religious traditions thought to be instiwe joined the War on Terror not really
See MUSHARRAF page 4
for the world as much as for ourselves,"
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As Immigration Debate Heats Up, Advocates Take
Aggressive Stances
BY MATT BA ILEY

Staff Writer
As the immigration debates enter
another contentious round in the national
arena, even the members of GW Law
School are not immune to their own ver
sion of the battles over emotions, pride,
and class tensions that the debate has
sparked nationally.
On Thursday, Sept. 14th, The Feder
alist Society hosted a debate on immigra
tion featuring GW Law Professor Alberto
Benitez, think tank president Roger Clegg,
and lobbyist C. Stewart Verdery, Jr. The
later two men are members of the conser
vative Federalist Society, and the former
represented a pro-immigrant view that
contrasted strongly with their views. As
Congress furiously debates legislation and
faces down a battery of pressure and inter
est groups, the three men debated before a
crowd of about thirty that remained calm
in the middle of the turmoil.
Verdery, the former Asst. Secretary
of Homeland Security for Border & Trans
portation Security Policy, explained the
technical requirements facing immigrants
seeking Visa applications. Having recently
founded a lobbying organization called
the Monument Policy Group, Verdery
championed the immigration efforts he
has been involved in on behalf of the
Federalist Society. The Washington Post
reported in an article on Thursday, Sept.
7 that his clients at the Monument Policy
Group include the American Immigration

Lawyers Association and the Essential large ethnic enclaves that don't speak Eng
Worker Immigration Coalition.
lish or share American values in one way
While acknowledging that immi or another, and this will be a bad thing,"
grants may have a significant impact on he said. Clegg commented on a list of
the economy and the job market in partic suggestions he had written on the board,
ular, Verdery argued that there are many including "be polite," "respect women,"
jobs that cannot be filled by American "speak English," and "don't have children
workers "because of demographics."
out of wedlock."
"No matter how many fences we
"I do think there are some things
build, no matter how
that Americans need
many border patrol
to have in common,"
agents we put on the
"No matter how many
Clegg said. "I think
border, we are facing
these
are rules you
fences we build, no
an uphill battle," he
should follow even if
matter how many border your family has been
said. He argued that
there exists a short
here for generations."
patrol agents we put
age of workers in the
He acknowl
on the border, we are
low-wage sector of the
edged, however, that
economy, and implied
facing an uphill battle." some of his sugges
that immigrants are
~ C. Stewart Verdery Jr. tions might be im
need to fill the gap. He
mune to legislation,
opined, however, that
including the obliga
new immigration laws would have to cre tion to "be proud to be an American."
ate a tougher burden on the employer to
Prof. Alberto Benitez, the head of
prevent them from hiring undocumented the Immigration Clinic and a practicing
immigrants.
immigration attorney, highlighted the
"I hope that Congress can get human aspects of immigration law. T he
[things] right," Verdery said, referring son of immigrants who came to America
to a lack of current border enforcement. with only a sixth-grade education, Prof.
"Every day this goes on, the problem gets Benitez expressed doubt about some of
worse and worse,"
the recent statistics that have emerged
Clegg, also a Federalist Society during the immigration debates, including
member, argued that immigration has had the figure of 12 million undocumented
a destructive effect on American culture. immigrations in the U.Si, but noted the
Clegg is President and General Counsel magnitude of the national dilemma.
of the Center for Equal Opportunity, a "Imagine what would happen if we took
conservative think tank in Virginia.
those people away," Prof. Benitez said,
"There is fear that we will have very referring to one Republican plan to crimi

nalize illegal immigrants' status.
Like Verdery, Benitez emphasized
the importance of immigrants in our
economy. "If the United States economy
is an engine, then undocumented workers
are a piston in that engine," he said.
Benitez then focused on the positive
aspects of his job. "The kind of immigra
tion work that I like to do is representing
people," he said. "I'm the person you call
if you want your parents to stay legally in
the United States."
In contrast to the Federalist Society
members, Prof. Benitez expressed hope
that more humane changes to the cur
rent laws will allow judges and advocates
to consider the cultural ties and human
impact of their decisions.
This year's President of the Federal
ist Society chapter at GW Law, Leoncio
Gil, said he was pleased with the event,
regardless of the debate's outcome. "Be
cause immigration is such a complex
issue, we were really looking to present
the different sides and I think the panel
really represented the different viewpoints
well."
Gil stated that the conservative
group plans to host several more events
throughout the year and will attempt to
present balanced, non-ideological debates
about important legal and policy-related
issues. Federalist officers hope to ensure
a repeat audience at their next debate,
scheduled for September 28. The debate
will focus on the indefinite detention of
prisoners and the Supreme Court's recent
ruling in the Hamdan decision.
•

Former Computer Lab Converts to Study Room
students on the Building Committee,
"I have heard there is another com
which
oversees
the
various
construction
puter
lab in the Law School, but I have
Assistant News Editor
projects at the Law School, prompted the never actually seen it and neither have
Although confused, few students are conversion of the space in Stockton 201 my friends." Dukpa said. "I think if more
students knew of this other lab, it might
disappointed with the replacement of the to a study room.
"Students on the Building Com not get so crowded in [Burns 203] during
computer lab that sat in Stockton 201 with
mittee decided to convert [Stockton 201] the day."
a particularly large study room.
The relocation of the computer
Stockton 201 currently provides to a study room," Dean Pagel said. "Stu
lab to Burns 203
table space for 24 students and houses dents who are ad
three additional couches. According to mitted to the Law "I have heard there is another and the develop
ment of Stockton
Associate Dean for Information Services School are now
computer lab in the Law
201 into a com
Scott Pagel, the Administration intends required to own
fortable study
to replace the three long tables with laptop computers.
School, but I have never
space are meant
several shorter ones such that the room They don't need
actually seen it and neither
to complement the
will accommodate at least 30 students. computer labs like
have my friends. I think if
remaining renova
Electrical outlets and table lamps will also they need addi
tional study space;
tions in which the
be installed.
more students knew of this
Law School has
Kunzang Dukpa, 2L, has taken in fact, many stu
other lab, it might not get so
engaged since the
maximum advantage of the new study dents actually used
space since it opened for student use ear the [computer lab crowded in [Burns 203] during turn of the cen
in Stockton 201]
tury.
lier this month.
the day."
"Building
"I used to study in the room on the to study."
f
~ Kunzang Dukpa
for the Future," an
Still, Dean
second floor of the library," Dukpa said.
ambitious renova
"I like the new study room better because Pagel said the Law
tion and construc
I don't have to swipe my card to go in and School houses a
out and because I can snack in the room number of computers for student use. A tion of facilities at the Law School, began
itself instead of having to walk outside." number of computers on which students in 2000 and was planned in four phases.
Phase I of the expansion (completed
When questioned as to whether can access their email are scattered across
she misses the computers that Stockton the law school and the library houses sta in the summer of 2001) transformed the
201 had originally housed, Dukpa noted tions which allow students internet access learning environment at the Law School.
The Administration equipped twelve
that she has hardly noticed their disap for research purposes.
Furthermore, approximately two classrooms with state-of-the-art technol
pearance.
"I don't use the computer labs at dozen computers are contained in Burns ogy, new furnishing, paint, carpeting,
the Law School very often," Dukpa said. 203 (which replaced Stockton 201 as a electronic hardware and the like. It also
"I usually only use them when I have computer lab) and in Stuart Hall. Unfor widened hallways to improve maneuver
to print something, like outlines during tunately, few students are aware of the ability.
In December of 2001, the Law
existence of the computer lab in Stuart
exam time."
School acquired the "E Building" in Phase
Dean Pagel said that input from Hall.
BY ANITA VALLIANI

II of the renovation, as a result of which
a number of administrative offices were
grouped in closer proximity to each other.
The E Building also houses a Faculty
Conference Center that provides a physi
cal facility at which the Law School can
host various programs and speakers.
The Law School celebrated the
opening of Stuart Hall in March of 2002
in an elaborate ceremony attended by vari
ous dignitaries, including Supreme Court
Justice Antonin Scalia. The completion of
the renovation of Lisner Hall (scheduled
for October of 2006) will mark the close
of Phase III of the building project.
Dean Pagel said that if the Law
School can raise $80 million, it will engage
in Phase IV of "Building for the Future"
(acquisition of the space across G Street
from 20th to 21st Streets NW). Relocation
of the law library to this facility will allow
the Administration to create the largest
academic law library in the country.
For the moment, however, Dean
Pagel hopes that students will benefit from
the completion of the renovations in Lis
ner Hall and the creation of the Student
Conference Center there.
"The Center will provide space for
at least 80 students to congregate and eat,"
Dean Pagel said. "Furthermore, it will
have collapsible furniture so that student
groups can host programs."
If nothing else, the Center will in
crease traffic to Stuart Hall where students
will find additional study space, confer
ence rooms and, of course, the forgotten
computer lab.
•
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MUSHARRAF, continued from page 2
tuted by Prophet Mohammed).
Although the Ordinance criminal
izes the drinking of alcohol, theft and the
like, it is most criticized for its treatment
of zina (extra-marital sex) largely because
it allows for the further persecution of
rape victims.
Women who allege rape and fail to
present four adult male witnesses to the
act of penetration in accordance with the
Ordinance are deemed to have confessed
to zina and consequently face criminal
penalties themselves: the Quranic hadd
punishment (public whipping or death
by stoning) if four adult male witnesses
can speak to their guilt or a non-Quranic
tazir punishment (likely imprisonment) in
all other cases.
According to the Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), a
woman is raped every two hours and
gang-raped every eight hours in Paki
stan. While disturbing, these statistics
are thought to under-represent the actual
number of rapes carried out across the
country.
Various human rights organizations
have estimated that thousands of women
are currently being held in Pakistani pris
ons for having violated the Ordinance.
Many of these women had alleged rape
but failed to produce the requisite evi
dence.
In August 2006, Musharraf in
troduced the Women's Protection Bill
(WPB), a controversial amendment to
the Ordinance. Proponents of the WPB
claim that it will alleviate many of the injusticesperpetuated under the Ordinance.

Most importantly, the WPB provides for are saying 'if you touch [the Ordinance],
we are coming out into the streets.' Then
the separation of the crime of rape from
that of extra-marital sex such that rape there are the... liberal extremists who say
cases will be tried in accordance with 'repeal the whole thing, otherwise we are
the Pakistan Penal Code (as opposed to coming into the streets.' I am stuck in
shari'a) and consequently, normal rules of between these two extremes... and I have
become an expert in tightrope-walking."
procedure and evidence.
Musharraf spoke of his intent to
Furthermore, the WPB will prevent
the enforcement of tazir punishments for reason with the extremists who oppose
zina or, rather, restrict the imprisonment the WPB and to win their support such
that the WPB
of women ac- HHHHHHHMMH
could pass
cused of ex
Women who allege rape and fail to through the
tra-marital sex
National As
unless they are present four adult male witnesses to
sembly.
convicted.
the act of penetration in accordance
"I am
It must
with the Ordinance are deemed
determined
be noted, how
I will pass
ever, that the
to have confessed to zina and
WPB does not
[the WPB],"
consequently face criminal penalties Musharraf
change hadd
themselves: the Quranic hadd
punishments
said, "what
for zina, which
ever the ex
punishment (public whipping or
essentially
tremes."
means that death by stoning) if four adult male
Accord
women may (in witnesses can speak to their guilt or a ing to Nafisa
theory) be pub
Hoodbhoy
non-Quranic tazir punishment (likely of
licly whipped
"Voice of
imprisonment) in all other cases.
or stoned to
America," a
death for enWashington
gaging in extra
DC-based ra
marital sex if the opposition presents four dio station, Musharraf truly is an expert
adult male witnesses.
at tightrope-walking in the sense that he
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Musharraf is playing both political fronts in Pakistan
and the WPB have met with significant along with the West.
opposition from both conservative po
"On the one hand, Musharraf is
litical groups and liberal human rights telling the Pakistani clerics that he will
organizations.
maintain the original character of the
"At the moment," Musharraf said, 1979 Ordinance and on the other, he is
"there are the religious extremists who appeasing liberals [by emphasizing the

manner in which the Ordinance will be
changed]."
Hoodbhoy also noted that Mush
arraf has been accused by various politi
cal parties in Pakistan of introducing the
WPB solely in anticipation of his pending
visit to the West.
Already, conservative Islamist par
ties have proposed amendments to the
WPB which human rights groups have
said would render it meaningless. Protests
at both ends of the political spectrum have
plagued major cities in Pakistan since the
introduction of the WPB.
Hoodbhoy said that it is thus un
likely that the WPB will (in its present
form) achieve the requisite 2/3 vote in the
National Assembly.
Musharraf said that while it is easy
for residents of developed countries to
criticize the bare-boned efforts of indi
viduals in the developing world to advance
their societies (i.e. the WPB), they should
refrain from doing so.
"One must be never see a country
like Pakistan from the eyes of [an individ
ual in] a developed country," Musharraf
said. "[Doing so would be to] put a square
pack in a round hole."
Musharraf concluded by noting
the gap which exists in Pakistan between
policy formulation and policy execution
and by speaking to the limitation of capac
ity in the country.
"A solution which is idealistic will
only be successful if the environment is
ideal," Musharraf reasoned. "We must
[instead] be pragmatic and optimistic;
we must see the glass as half full."
•

CHEH, continued from page 1
Professor Cheh.
race, Professor Cheh was the only conFriends consoled Professor Cheh, tender without a significant background
telling her that the harsh opposition was in politics or name recognition in the area.
evidence that she was running an effective As a newcomer to electoral politics, she
campaign. "People
often relied on the
said that I ought to
.
j radvice of students
feel g o o d a b o u .
PlnsUod of attacking other
who had worked
it," Professor Cheh
says. But I feltterrible."
"I wouldn't
share this, obvi
ously, with the
campaign people,
but there were
mornings where
I thought: 'What
did I do?"' Profes
sor Cheh admits.
Despite the
negativity tar-

Candidates, she relied on
commitment of her
campaign volunteers to get
the word out about her own
visions for Ward Three.
Volunteers, including many
of her current and former
law students, passed out
campaign literature, attended
,
,
, .
house parties, and researched
District policy issues.

on political campaigns in the past.
They suggested
strategies and a
direction for the
campaign.
The hard
work and dedi
cation paid off,
however, as her
campaign gained
momentum in the
weeks running up
totheDemoc;at£

geted at Prefessor
primary. ProfesCheh, she proudly
sor Cheh gained
recounts that her
endorsements
own campaign
from the Sierra
never took a negative turn and that she Club, and two newspapers, the Northwest
and her volunteers were careful to follow Current and the Washington Post.
the District's sign rules closely.
On primary day, Professor Cheh's
Professor Cheh says that instead campaign was the only one that had a volof attacking other candidates, she relied unteer base large and committed enough
on the commitment of her campaign to post multiple polling monitors at every
volunteers to get the word out about her one of Ward Three's seventeen precincts,
own visions for Ward Three. Volunteers, Professor Cheh says,
including many of her current and forPrimary day was a busy day for
mer law students, passed out campaign Professor Cheh as well. She hopped
literature, attended house parties, and from
precinct to precinct until the polls
researched District policy issues.
closed at eight o'clock in the evening.
Even with the support of her stu- Exhausted, she returned to her home to
dents and residents of Ward Three, eat and shower when she received a call
Prof. Cheh says she was aware from the from her daughter who informed her
outset that it was going to be a difficult that two precincts were reporting results
campaign. Of the nine candidates in the and that Professor Cheh had won clear

victories in both.
lican challenger in the November general
Immediately, Professor Cheh left election, but has overcome her hardest
her home and drove to campaign head- challenges in the race. The winner of the
quarters, where she was greeted with Democratic primary typically faces only
thunderous applause. She warned her token opposition from the Republican
supporters not to get their hopes up too and minor party candidates in the general
early. Instead, she told them to remain election.
"cautiously optimistic."
If, as seems likely, Professor Cheh
As additional precincts reported assumes the position of councilmember,
results, each one showed a sizeable victory she will continue to teach at the Law
for Professor Cheh and her volunteers School, where she has been a member of
greeted each new tally with thunderous ap- the faculty since 1979. However, she says
plause. Finally Professor Cheh announced that she plans to reduce the number of
to her supporters that she had upgraded classes that she teaches and will cut back
her outlook from "cautiously optimistic" on her involvement in school committees
to "irrational
as well.
exuberance."
She says
"It was so
r*f*i
•
*
•
at
that
she
looks
exciting, I can't
°fthe mne candidates in the forward
to in.
even tell you,"
Professor Cheh
recalls. "Our vietory party was
over-the-top fantastic, and there
were a number
of students there
that mght and I
was really glad
they were there."
By the end of the
Cheh hS won°n

race, Professor Cheh was
only contender without
Significant background in
politics or name recognition
a

...
.
« ,he «rea- As »

to electoral politics, she often
relied on the advice of students
... ,
WnO had worked Oil political
campaigns in the past. They
suggested strategies and a
direction for the campaign.

every precinct.
She was at
headquarters un- from
til two o'clock in the morning congratulating her volunteers and celebrating before
going home to rest before an 8:50 am class
at the Law School.
Professor Cheh is now looking
forward to facing off against her Repub-

corporatingher
teaching career
with her potential position
on the council,
and noted that
she has

brainstorming
ldeas for pos"

seminar
clinic op-

sible
ancj

portunities.
how

fessor Cheh is
still recovering
her emotional victory. "I still haven't sorted it all
out, it is sort of unreal to me," she said,
"We started with nothing and won pretty
darn big. And there is anxiety too, I can't
bear the idea of not being the best representative I can be."
•
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The Main Attraction
This is the time of year when the year's "best" movies start
making a showing so that they will be fresh in the minds of the
Academy members when it's time to cast votes for Oscar nomi
nations. Also, the Toronto Film Festival just wrapped up on Sep
tember 16th, so I'll keep you posted if I see or hear of anything
interesting. Continuing my top thirty eclectic movie picks, below
are picks 6-10.

6. The Night of the Hunter

(THRILLER/FILM NOIR)
starring Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters, and Lillian Gish; directed by Charles
Laughton. In this movie, Robert Mitchum plays a preacher pedaling his own
brand of redemption around the country. While in jail, he bunks with a man
named Ben Harper who is on death row for stealing $10,000, which has yet
to be found. After his release from prison, preacher sets out to charm the new
widow, the townspeople, and most importantly, to find the money. This movie
is a cult classic, but it's hard to explain why the movie withstands the test of
time. Perhaps it's Robert Mitchum's performance as the preacher or maybe it's
the old good versus evil plotline.

7. Johnny Stccchino

(COMEDY) starring Roberto Benigni
and Nicoletta Braschi; directed by Roberto Benigni. This comedy is about a
naive bus driver named Dante who falls head over heels for a beautiful woman
who is using him to protect her look-a-like husband Guido from the mob.
Roberto Benigni plays both Dante and Guido in this absolutely hilarious com
edy. Although the movie is in Italian, it provides English subtitles, so don't
be dissuaded. Benigni is a master of physical comedy. If any of you saw the
71st Academy Awards, you'll remember Benigni for jumping on top of his
seat and climbing the over the rows in front of him to accept an award. He is
also credited with saying, "Charlie Chaplin used his ass better than any other
actor. In all his films his ass is practically the protagonist. For a comic, the ass
has incredible importance."

Sin City

8. Frank Miller's
(ACTION/FILM NOIR) starring Jes
sica Alba, Rosario Dawson, Benicio Del Toro, Jaime King, Brittany Murphy,
Clive Owen, Mickey Rourke, Bruce Willis, and Elijah Wood; directed by Frank
Miller and Robert Rodriguez. The film Sin City brings Frank Miller's comic
series to life. There are numerous plots within the movie, including: a cop jailed
for protecting an 11 year-old girl, Nancy, from getting raped; a misfit out to
revenge the killing of a prostitute; and a man out to defend his girlfriend from
her abusive ex-boyfriend. Visually, I have never seen anything like this movie,
and I loved it. It looks like a futuristic video game, and it had me riveted to
my chair. Be forewarned, however, this movie is extremely violent and gory.
In addition, because it is a comic book come to life, Rodriguez has a hard time
weaving the characters' storylines together in the classic cinematic fashion. In
order to allow Frank Miller's name to appear as co-director, Robert Rodriguez
resigned from the Screen Actors Guild labor union, which mandates that only
one director be named in the credits. Quentin Tarantino, who is not a SAG
member, also directed one of the scenes in the movie, and he is listed in the
credits as "special guest director."

9. Dark Days

(D OCUMENTARY) Directed by Mark Singer,
this 45 minute documentary goes deep underneath the tunnels of the New York
subway system to show the community of homeless people who live there.
Some of the individuals profiled include an ex-drug addict, a crack-addict, and
a runaway. This important piece shows the hope and humanity that persist in
all of us no matter how dire our circumstances. Dark Days is a doc must-see for
absolutely everyone, and surprisingly, it does have a happy ending.

10. Hollywoodland

(MYSTERY) starring Adrien Brody,
Diane Lane, and Ben Affleck; directed by Allen Coulter. Ben Affleck portrays
the life and death of real-life actor George Reeves. Some think Reeves dies of
a suicide, and others think it was murder. The viewer watches different possible
scenarios of Reeves's death played out through the eyes of private investigator,
Louis Simo (Adrien Brody.) Affleck does an excellent job portraying Reeves
as a middle age actor whose promising career seems to have slipped through
his fingers. Ironically, it is rumored that Affleck may be nominated for Best
Supporting Actor for his role in this film.
•

Overheard in...
Kellen Winslow, Jr. is a soldier.
The third-year Cleveland Browns tight
end is a unique soldier in that he loves to
run his mouth. A lot. You probably first
heard of him three years ago, when, as a
junior at THE U (University of Miami),
he called himself "a f— ing soldier" dur
ing an emotional outburst after a game.
After missing all of last season due to
a motorcycle accident, Winslow is busy
making up for lost time by continuing to
run his mouth, complaining about his lack
of getting the ball in Week 2. Apparently,
he had just finished reading Keyshawn
Johnson's autobiography.
Every soldier needs a good wingman, and fortunately,
Winslow has a brotherin-arms in Giants tight
end Jeremy Shockey. I
spotted the pair this past
week at a sports bar in
DC watching Monday
Night Football, and for
tunately, I had my tape
recorder with me.

U

year.

K: Way ahead of you, JShock. I
don't know if I should be telling you
this yet, because it's still in the planning
stages, but I'm planning a massive coup
of the Miami Dolphins. I've scrounged
up a couple of tanks, and we are going
to march on their training facility, kick
everyone off the team who didn't go to
THE U, a nd reform the team with only
THE U alumni.
J: Sort of like that Thai general,
right K2? That guy took over an entire
country with only 20 tanks! We'll prob
ably only need like three or four.
K: I'm thinking we could improvise
with two tanks, ShockSquad.
J: OWWW, my
ankle.
K: You alright?
J: Yeah, it's just
this ankle; I was walk
ing the dog yesterday
and must've tweaked
it.
K: [Rolls his eyes
Kellen Winslow: I
and continues with the
just don't get it, Shocks.
plan] Luckily, we al
I'm a f—ing soldier. They
ready have a guy on the
should be getting me the
inside, so that will make
ball every down. EV
things a lot easier.
JONATHAN AUERBACH
ERY DOWN.
My man Vernon
Jeremy Shockey:
Carey, or "The GenYou're definitely, defi
eral" as we liked to
nitely right, K2. Why
call him, is already
shouldn't you be getting the ball?
on the 'Phins, so he's been feeding me a
K: I know, right? I mean, we're ton of information.
pretty terrible. Who the hell is this Char
J: Cool, cool, K2. When is this all
lie Frye guy anyway? Where'd he go to going down?
school? I can tell you where he didn't
K: Well, right now, Shock Jock, it's
go—THE U. And this Braylon Edwards me, you, and the General. I've been pour
character is just awful. He's taking away ing over scouting reports, trying to find
my receptions. They don't HHMBI
the best THE U players
even put me in on third
the NFL to join our
They don *t even put in
down, Shock Attack. Do
new team. Once I've got
you bench a soldier dur me in on third down, the potential roster as
ing a battle like that? I Shock Attack. Do you sembled, then we make
think not.
our move.
J: Damn right, you bench a soldier during
J: You're a patient
strategist, K2,1 like that.
don't, K2. You're a sola battle like that?
ider. I love soldiers. I love
What kind of offense are
them so much, I had this
we going to run?
K: Well, Shock 'n Awe, I had a o
l t of
huge eagle tattooed on my arm to show
time these past two years to develop a new
my support.
K: Thanks for having my back, system that features, of course, the tight
Shock-town. I'll never forget the time end, which is probably the best and most
you were spotting me down at THE U important position in all of sports.
J: True that, K2.
this summer and I was about to crush
K: Basically, it's a version of the
my sternum with the bar, and you picked
it up and threw it against the wall and college option, except that instead of a
saved my life.
running back, we use the tight end. And
J: No biggee, K2. But you probably there are no receivers, just extra linemen.
shouldn't have been trying to bench press Actually, we'll be using linebackers as the
1500 pounds. Even for me, that's a little extra linemen because they are obviously
much.
faster. Also, I'm contemplating using a
K: Yeah, I know, Shocker, but I'm tight end instead of a quarterback.
a f—ing soldier! I thought I could handle
J: Yes, YES, that is awesome, K2.
K: Glad you approve, The Shockiit.
J: I know where you're coming nator. I've actually got a meeting with
from. They're making me practice this Coach Crennel this week to see with if we
week, but my ankle hurts so much. I can can implement some of the playbook this
season. You know, sort of a trial run, so
barely walk right now.
K: I'll go get you a bag of ice, Shox. we'll know what works well. I mean, the
Browns are going nowhere this season, so
Be right back.
[Returns with ice]. Here you go. You I'm sure Coach and the rest of the team
know, if I weren't a soldier, I definitely would be really excited to help us fine tune
could have been a medic.
this new system.
J: Thanks, K2. Man, I miss THE U.
J: Well, K2, it's been fun, but I need
I wish we could just play there forever. I to get back up to NYC. Keep me updated
mean, we work out there every summer on your plan though, I'm really excited
together instead of working with our about it.
actual teammates, but is that enough?
K: Will do, Shocked O'Neal Tell
Shouldn't we be down there all the time? my boy Feagles I said hi. We're going to
Look at how badly they're doing this need a good punter next year.
•
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"Oh

Daddy,Please Send Me a Lawyer"

The way it used to be, you worked produced a graduating class) in the first rendous debt after a three-year mental lege degree in some extraneous discipline
your ass off for three, maybe four years, examination. Of these, 1,009 passed the boot camp. This is not a favorable or to get a degree in law. Anybody who has a
solid secondary education and who can get over
then spent a day taking an exam in a room exam. The rates of passage from these rational outcome.
That said, here are my recommen a 160 on the LSAT is qualified to study at any
full of other hopefuls. Passing it left you schools ranged from 54% to zero - four
qualified to do petty, menial exercises for schools failed to produce any successful dations to the ABA that would make the American law school.
Replace it with a mandatory legal
U.S. a little more
a legal entity whose prestige and selectiv graduates. Now
like Japan used to studies program. Something that high
ity were of monolithic proportions. Your that's one hell of
GARTLEBY
be, in the interests schools or colleges could offer as an elec
chances of success were infinitesimally a public relations
of the profession tive. It should teach the fundamentals in a
small. But you gladly sacrificed your time, problem.
as a whole.
3-4 credit course -how to research, read,
money, and health for the possibility of
The result,
more prestige than you ever could have you can see, is
and analyze cases and statutes and how
dreamed of.
that these schools are training large masses
to write a solid argument. At this level,
Until several years ago in Japan, of people in an expensive, lengthy profes
Make 160 a mandatory minimum the students can get more feedback and
studying law was just like studying an sional curriculum whose completion at the score for the LSAT. A 160 LSAT is hand-holding if necessary, so that they
other university discipline, like physics or best of schools carries no reasonable assurance around the top 83% of the curve. It does can go to law school with a grasp of what
history. Anyone could take the national of even being able to practice law, and at not take genius-level smarts or iron-will to expect and not feel completely at sea.
bar exam (which had an overall passage the lower tiers makes a fool's errand. Does dedication to achieve. All it implies is Your grades based on that curriculum can
rate of 3%), but
this sound familiar that the taker had a good understanding be used in an indexing system with your
passing the bar only
of elementary logic and the level of read LSAT score by admissions.
to you?
led to a mandatory
I hope the ing comprehension expected of somebody
Create a reasonable set of expecta
Three years ago, there was
two-year legal re
right folks are tak who speaks fluent English. What I've tions. This ought to happen at all levels:
not a single law school in
search and training
ing note, not only described should be the base expectations high schools, colleges, law firms, and
program operated
in
Japan but the for an attorney in America. And unlike especially law schools. We need to see
Japan. Since then, seventyby the country's
U.S. I see a lot of Japan, if people decide they want to make more candor about expected salaries, bill
four have popped up like
Supreme Court be
parallels between a career or course of study out of taking able hours, and the frightful possibility of
fore any hope of
Japan's actions and this test, they should have that freedom.
researching ERISA for days on end. We
Starbucks, eager to gain
getting licensed to
the ABA's (or lack People who fail to
need to see the right
accreditation and capitalize thereof), and I pre crack 160 cankeep
practice as an at
people drawn to
on the fierce demand for
torney, judge, or
dict in the coming taking it until they
ward a legal educa
[TJhese schools are training
prosecutor.
months
we
will
see
get
lucky
or
decide
tion
and the wrong
legal education while it lasts.
large masses of people
That all
many effects of this they'd be better off
people pushed to
changed a few
market oversup- in another line of
ward something
in an expensive, lengthy
years ago, when the
ply, effects that will work. Law is not
else.
professional curriculum
Japanese government announced plans to cause folks on this side of the Pacific to and should not be
But most of
all, law schools
expand the slots at the institute from 500 stop - or at least reconsider -graduating considered a fall
whose completion at the
need to focus on
back career for those
to 3,000 by the year 2010. Guess how more and more J.D. 's every year.
best of schools carries no
their main objec
the universities have responded? Three
I analyze the problem by looking at with no serviceable
reasonable assurance of even tive: to prepare
years ago, there was not a single law the students themselves. There seem to skills.
advocates who
Waive the
school in Japan. Since then, seventy-four be two types: 1) those who sincerely want
being able to practice law,
can successfully
have popped up like Starbucks, eager to to study and practice law and 2) everyone college degree re
and at the lower tiers makes a represent people
gain accreditation and capitalize on the else. Typically those of the latter category quirement. This
and their inter
fierce demand for legal education while are defined by two characteristics: 1) they is idiotic and really
fool's errand.
ests. Not to milk
don't know what they want out of life just acts as another
it lasts.
us for even more
Last Thursday, the Justice Ministry except a decent paycheck, and 2) they letter of recom- ^m
obscene amounts
announced the results of the new bar chose law school as a default option after mendation, one
exam, which can only be taken by gradu college. Law school has become for us whose weight is based on the prestige of money, and certainly not to encour
ates of these law schools. The Japan Times what the military was for our fathers. But of where you got that B.A. in Political age more people to engage in a course of
reports that a total of 2,091 examinees instead of acquiring discipline, honor, and Science or Philosophy. It creates more study for which they lack the aptitude,
represented fifty-eight schools (the other a set of marketable skills, the law school pointless elitism in a profession already potential, and interest that they will need
sixteen presumably being too new to have misfit acquires disenchantment and hor choked with it. You do not need a col to succeed.
•
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The Need For Privacy
I used to work at a non-profit orga
nization with more than 16,000 members
nationwide, mostly middle-aged and not
terribly tech-sawy. Like many organiza
tions, we offered limited online services
to our members. Since the development
of our website, the internet had become a
more dangerous place, and my organiza
tion hadn't caught up.
During an information security
audit, I found that the public had access
to our members' names, dates of birth,
e-mails, phone numbers, home addresses,
and other information. I easily was able
to access the home address of my former
CEO.
The website also went to great
lengths to help neophyte members log in.
First, we gave members their usernames.
Then, we placed the default password
(their member ID) in the URL. Follow
ing our online instructions, I was able to
access the accounts of roughly 80% of
our members. I could view payment and
transaction history as well as membership
dues, and I had full administrative access
to change any portion of their profile,
including name or password. Every 14year old "script kiddie" from here to Brazil
knows that trick.
So, what's the problem?
As one of many examples of such
script kiddies, you have probably encoun
tered the "Nigerian 419" scam in the form
of e-mails titled "YOUR URGENT RE
SPONSE PLEASE" from some guy who
miraculously inherited $20 million from a
deceased African head of state and wants
to share it with you. Yeah, right. You may
have blown off these fraudulent e-mails,
but this scam bilks an estimated $2 Billion
out of the United States every year.
When I reviewed my organization's
server logs, I found that some guy in
Nigeria was systematically mining the
names, e-mail addresses, and contact
information for hundreds of our national
leaders. What's worse, this information
was unprotected online, and we didn't
have a privacy policy.

I took the results of my information few theories of liability, many were stateaudit, together with the server logs, to the specific, and most would not apply to my
company Directors. They responded with organization.
muted concern. While they empathized
In fact, unless a particular type of
with the vague moral obligation to keep information is protected under a privacy
our members safe, they saw the problem statute such as the Fair Credit Reporting
as a very low-cost risk. Consequently, Act, Federal Privacy Act, HIPPA, or
they were willing to spend little or no re state statute, little basis for liability exists.
sources to fix the problem.
Examples of protected data
Their dangerously weak
types include credit card
inductive reasoning went
information, medical data,
something like this: since
Social Security Numbers, or
our members have never
credit history.
complained about data
Some state law gov
breaches, data breaches
erns security breaches, but
have probably never oc
the laws are patchy at best.
curred, or if they have, were
To my knowledge, there are
harmless. And since a data
no privacy laws that gov
breach has never occurred,
ern "privacy" as a blanket
it is unlikely to oc
concept. To dem
cur in the future. If
onstrate
this point,
AARON TITUS
a breach does occur
I visited my State
in the future, it will
Attorney General's
likely be harmless.
website. It contains
And even if a breach
easy-to-understand
occurs in the future, and it causes harm, restatements of the legal rights for ten
nobody will be able to demonstrate that ants, consumers, families, and other
groups. Not one of the pages, however,
the information came from us.
Despite the logical flaws, the argu labeled "Identity Theft," "Information
ments are not unreasonable, or uncom Security," "Internet Privacy," or "Protect
mon. They are economically efficient Your Privacy," contained a single mention
arguments one would expect to hear from of a legal right. Instead, the pages merely
any reasonable, bottom-line-oriented gave lists of defensive "best practices" for
consumers.
organization.
The Supreme Court has addressed
They are also a clear example of
why the Market will never sufficiently privacy in terms of a "reasonable expecta
tion of privacy," but several commentators
value privacy by itself.
People don't see the light until they have begun to question whether that is the
feel the heat. I figured that if I could best standard. For example, in light of the
demonstrate some theory of liability for NSA's domestic spying program, do you
negligently making personal information now have a reasonable expectation of
available online, my organization would privacy when calling a friend overseas?
feel the heat and consequently "see the Since we k now that the government has
light" of why privacy matters.
tried to subpoena keyword search records
Since February, 2005, privacyrights. from major search engines in the past,
org has documented 93,685,986 instances do you have a reasonable expectation
of severe identity breach (110 every min that your searches are private? Can you
ute). I began researching to see if these reasonably expect that Google will not
companies are being held civilly liable share that information at will? In absence
for these data breaches. Though I found a of a Privacy Policy, do the members of my

Privacy Please

Those readers who know Biff per Yankovic (look up "White and Nerdy" on
sonally could accuse him of being some YouTube; you won't regret it).
thing of a music snob. The aforemen
(2) Hips Don't Lie - Shakira fea
tioned readers would likely be correct. It turing Wyclef Jean - C+.
is also true, however, that I have a deep and
I think the idea here is that a gentle
abiding affection
man is surprised
BIFF
for mainstream,
at how well his
summery pop
female counter
music. I thought
part dances; the
I'd sneak this col
rest of the song is
umn in while the
the woman com
songs are still fresh in your mind. Nota ing to terms with this fact. This song
Bene's little plagiarism tryst last year confuses me. Whether Shakira's hips lie
revealed that some professors read this doesn't seem that important; I am cool
publication. In case the professors didn't with both hips that lie and hips that do
hit the clubs this summer, I'll provide a not. For answers, I turn to Wyclef, but
brief synopsis of each song.
his Spanish doesn't offer the listener much
(1) Ridin' Dirty -Chamillionaire insight. It's catcRy, but there's something
(featuring Krayzie Bone) - B-.
stale about it all.
In this song, the protagonist taunts
(3) Promiscuous - Nelly Furtado
the law enforcement officials who pass feat Timbaland - A.
near his vehicle to stop him and discover
Here, a skeevy guy tries to pick up
a demure yet attractive woman. I should
the contraband the protagonist's friends
are carrying. The least discussed fact disclose my bias in favor of this song: it
about Ridiri Dirty is how long and bor sounds like they're saying my last name
ing the whole song actually is; it should in it. I would follow Nelly Furtado into
be thirty seconds long because all anyone hell. Promiscuous is tasteless, danceable,
wants to hear is the singing part. Who is breezy, catchy, and fun. Was Promiscu
this singing guy, and why does he sound ous the best song on the radio this sum
so cool? "My music so loud.... " A sub- mer, or the best pop song ever?
par grade here because Chamillionaire
(4) Dani California - Red Hot
gets thoroughly out-rapped by Weird A1 Chili Peppers - B-.

Biff Around Town

This song has something to do with
being pretty and from California. The
Chili Peppers have become a Bon Jovi of
sorts - you have a good idea of how the
song will go before you hear it; the songs
all have something to do with California
or kicking your heroin addiction. I get it;
California is beautiful and fun, but under
neath the glitz, danger lurks. Uncle. That
chorus is pretty good, though.
(5) Sexyback - Justin Timberlake
-A-.
This song sees the singer lamenting
the inability of other guys to properly
approach and woo girls. The singer, in
contrast, tells us that he's quite adept at
this.
My beef here: the part about being
whipped. Sorry JT, I just don't know any
one who's into that. You're trying to be
edgy, but really I think you're just making
things awkward for everyone.
Alas, try as I might to dismiss this
song, there's something infectious about
it. Does Timberlake have soul? I hate to
admit it, but I suspect he does.
(6) Crazy - Gnarls Barkley - B+
I like this one. Here, the singer feels
more enlightened than those people he
encounters day to day; he suggests that
those people whom he admires are like
wise crazy. It's probably the funniest song

organization have a reasonable expecta
tion that their home address will not be
made public?
Instead, several privacy commenta
tors now suggest that a better standard is
"need for privacy" instead of "reasonable
expectation of privacy."
I would go further, and challenge
the presumption of ownership of personal
data. With a few statutory exceptions, the
current presumption is that once I grant
my personal information to another, I
may yield all ownership interests in that
information to the grantee.
This presumption should be flipped.
Even after my personal information is
disseminated, it retains the potential to
adversely affect my well-being. Conse
quently, I retain the need to have some
degree of control, or perhaps ownership
interest, in my personal information as a
way to protect my well-being. Whether
you call it "Personal Private Informa
tion," "Medical Information," "Transac
tion Experience Information," "Product
Preference Information," or "Physical
Description Information," the point is,
they're all me.
After months of pushing, I was able
to get a limited security fix for leaders'
e-mail addresses online. Maintaining the
fix, h owever, requires employee training.
With the organization's high employment
turn-over, the security fix will probably not
last more than a few months. This means
that the members of my organization will
probably have to continue to deal with emails from rich beneficiaries of deposed
Nigerian leaders.
Discouraged, I took some degree
of comfort in knowing that our tiny
organization is fairly anonymous, and
that no one will likely avoid the notice of
hackers and data-miners. I explained to
my colleague, "Our best defense is the fact
that nobody knows we exist. We are just a
little convenience store on the information
super-highway."
"Yeah," he replied wryly, "7-1 l's
never get robbed."
•

of the bunch and the most inexplicably
successful. It's both catchy and cerebral.
Check out Nelly Furtado's cover of this,
too; it's great.
(7) Ain't No Other Man - Chris
tian Aguilera - CAs the title suggests, the singer
trumpets the fact that all of those men she
isn't involved with are inferior to her man.
I would probably like this song more if I
didn't know what Xtina's husband looks
like. Christina Aguilera is smokin, but
this guy is the poor man's Ringo Starr.
This song is boring. She can flat-out
sing, but she can do much better than this
tired song.
(8) London Bridge -Fergie - F.
Fergie is the girl from the inexpli
cably successful Black Eyed Peas. I don't
know for certain what this song is about,
and I don't know what the "London
Bridge" metaphor is supposed to impart
to me. I think it's a song about how she
runs around servicing everybody. I would
be more inclined to support this song if
it genuinely empowered young women
to take command of their sexuality, but I
doubt that this will prove to be the case.
This song demeans its listeners. And stop
yelling at me.
biffgyv@gmail.com

•
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An Enlightening Evening
with Law Students for Choice
"That's the way it once was... before Rights class. Unlike most organizations
the feminist lesbian cabal ruined this coun that present speakers that take the oppor
try." You might be shocked to hear that tunity to give their extensive opinions fol
this line was met with a chorus of laugh lowed by a couple obscure questions from
ter by the members of the Law Students students, the informal discussion held
by the Law
for Choice.
JASON SOMENSATTO
Students for
That's be
Choice and
cause this
the ACLU
quote didn't
provided a
come from an
extremely insensitive pro-life advocate but great atmosphere for students to voice
rather from the infamous Denny Crane of their opinions on a level playing field with
ABC's hit show, Boston Legal. Fortunately, Professor Ridder. Students stuck around
the Law Students for Choice and the AC- for almost an hour after the episode,
LU's joint presentation of Boston Legals sharing their observations without an air
"Smile" episode was not focused on the of trying to impress the knowledgeable
comic hyperbole of William Shatner's faculty member present.
And their comments were particu
main character.
Instead, the episode was presented larly in-depth. Most of the popular media
for its compelling plot line involving an 18- illustrates the debate over women's repro
year-old girl who is denied the morning- ductive rights as a morality issue. But the
after pill by a Catholic
enlightening compo
Hospital she is taken
On a complete tangent, nent of the discussion
between the members
to after she is raped
does anyone else find it of
the two organiza
and beaten uncon
scious. The controver amusing that most people tions was their ability
sy centers around the (like myself) feel the need to analyze the debate
as a women's health
hospital's conscience
clause, which allows it to point out the fact that issue. Their position is
incredibly persuasive
to refuse treatment that
TV shows like Boston
when you consider the
would conflict with its
Legal don't accurately notion of being refused
religious principles.
reflect the legal world? an accepted form of
Although the legal el
medical treatment you
ements of the show
do not reflect the reality of practice (one wish to receive based on the fact that it
member comically pointed out that the would violate tbe doctor's beliefs.
firm was supposedly suing during the
My opinion, however, doesn't count
third month of the young girl's pregnancy for much (except to the five people who
at which time the rapist had already been probably read this column, three of whom
convicted and the suit against the doctor are my friends ... thanks guys). But, the
was already at the trial stage), the issues Supreme Court's opinion does matter.
presented by this extreme case were still And the question of how persuasive the
arguments of the Law Students for Choice
very thought provoking.
On a complete tangent, does anyone and other pro-choice groups are will be
else find it amusing that most people (like front and center again this term as the
myself) feel the need to point out the fact Supreme Court will soon be hearing argu
that TV shows like Boston Legal don't ac ments in a case regarding the legality of a
curately reflect the legal world? You never federal law banning so-called partial birth
hear anyone saying, "although The Office abortions. As a compliment to the Law
is a hilarious show, you should know that Students for Choice, their discussion on
it doesn't accurately portray the paper Tuesday has sparked my interest in many
products distribution business." I mean, of the legal issues surrounding women's
even reality shows don't reflect reality, and reproductive rights. I think I had been
I'm pretty sure most people are aware hammered into apathy by the never-end
of this. How many devoutly religious ing morality debate about abortion, and it
bounty hunters do you know who wear took the fresh perspective of this organiza
bullet-proof vests instead of shirts and tion to help jolt me out of that lull.
currently are being extradited to Mexico
If you think you may also be in
for "kidnapping" a serial rapist (Help save terested in the Law Students for Choice,
Dog the Bounty Hunter!: http://www. you can find information on upcoming
petitiononline.com/dwayne). I digress.
events by adding the organization as one
The members present from the of your classes on the TWEN site. You
two organizations along with Professor can also check out the national website at
Stephanie Ridder held an informal discus www.LawStudentsForChoice.org. And
sion after watching the episode. Professor if you want more information regarding
Ridder teaches Feminist Legal Theory the issues exemplified in the Boston Legal
here at the Law School and just recently episode, check out www.RaisingHerVoice,
•
gained approval to teach a Reproductive org.

Beyond the Free Pizza

Places to Study Outside
the Law School
DANIEL GREENSPAHN
nri
nn
nr
The
Top
Ten
This semester more than 1,900 students again descended upon the law
school's campus. Shedding our summer tans for the study of law, we inevitably
vie for the few coveted locations on campus that are quiet, sunlit, or comfortable.
More than 500 new lLs will wander the halls of Stockton looking for a room suf
ficiently hidden to go undiscovered as they Google Pennoyerv. Neff. Countless 2Ls
and 3Ls will find out that their hideaways have been discovered.
This annual rite of passage can be avoided. For better or worse, the university
owns virtually every neighborhood building from 20th to 24th between F Street
and K Street. Take advantage of the campus that ate Foggy Bottom by venturing
outside the law school complex to these 10 great places to study:
1. Gelman Library, 2130 H Street
For those who don't mind fluorescent lighting or undergraduates, the school's
largest library has group study rooms and reading rooms on the fourth, fifth, and
sixth floors that are consistently quiet.
2. Himmelfarb Library, 2300 I Street
Apart from being ground central for meeting doctors, the medical school
library has large reading rooms on the first and third floors that are accessible to
law school students with a GW ID.
3. Duques Hall, 2201 G Street
Newly constructed, the home of GW's business school may be the swankiest
building on campus; small lounges on each floor and a quiet area in Room 150 on
the first floor make for ideal study spaces.
4. 2100 Pennsylvania Avenue
The tree-lined atrium in this office building is a naturally-lighted, open, quiet
space with tables and a conveniently located au bon pain to maintain one's blood
sugar during long hours of reading.

5. School of Media and Public Affairs, 805 21st Street
Located just across H Street from the law school, the SMPA is a convenient
destination for "getting off campus" without going very far, and its modern third
floor classrooms are a good spot for sneaking in some reading before heading to
class.

6 . Marvin Center, 800 21st Street
The university's student center may not be the quietest area on campus, but
its third floor outdoor terrace and fifth floor hippodrome are great places to sit
with friends and pretend to get work done.
7. University Hospital, 901 23rd Street
In addition to being a prime location for budding ambulance chasers, the
hospital has a first floor cafeteria and outdoor patio that are not bad places to read
if you don't mind moderate background noise.
8. Eliot School for International Affairs, 1957 E Street
At the southernmost part of the campus, the Eliot School's seventh floor
roof terrace has arguably the campus's best view of the Mall, which, if not locked,
makes a terrific backdrop and enjoyable distraction.
9. Health & Wellness Center, 2301 G Street
Apart from serving as GW's gym, the center also has a small patio off of
23rd street, conveniently located mere steps from a new Juice Zone, bringing study
and smoothie together at last.
10. Ivory Towers, 606 23rd Street
The lower-level cafe of this residence hall has plenty of seats for sitting with
books and a laptop, and there is a number of cheap dining options including a
Potbelly's, Pita Pit, Dunkin Donuts, and a little market.
•
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Apples & Pumpkins &
With summer coming to a close, over are the happy days of lounging at the
beach and get-togethers at backyard barbeques. But fear not, the fall season does
have fruitful activities to offer—literally. What better way to spend some time
outdoors enjoying the crisp cool weather than visiting your local orchard and
picking fall's bounty? Starting in late September through November, orchards
in the area are brimming with all kinds of apples ripe for picking Starting in
October, many orchards also offer pumpkin picking, hayrides, farmer's markets,
arts & crafts, and fresh apple cider. So whether you are looking for some whole
some family fun or a great activity for a date, try spending an afternoon at your
local orchard and enjoy what the countryside has to offer! Most orchards have
plenty of parking and no entrance fees. Be sure to call ahead for hours and
orchard conditions. Here are some select orchards for you to check out:
Maryland
Butler's Orchard in Germantown, MD.
More info at www.butlersorchard.com

— Oh My!
BY EV ELYN KIM

Life Outside the Law
If a pple picking is not your cup of tea—but a stein of beer is—then you
may prefer visiting the local Oktoberfest celebrations. The original Oktoberfest
has been celebrated annually in Munich, Germany since 1810 and is a two-week
festival that is considered the world's largest fair. Beer plays a central role in the
fair, with every festival beginning with a keg of beer tapped by the Mayor of
Munich who declares "O'zapft isf" (Bavarian for "It's tapped!"). Conveniently,
there are local versions of Oktoberfest to satisfy all your Bavanan needs. Here
are some places for an afternoon of swigging a few at the Biergarten and trying
your hand at the chicken dance and yodeling:
October 7, 2006 - Annual Oktoberfest hosted by the Capital City Brew
ing Co. at the Village in Shirlington, VA from 12 - 7pm. Sample more than
60 beers from local, regional, and national breweries and hear German music.
Admission is $20 and covers unlimited sampling of beer (did I mention un
limited?).
More info at www.capcitybrew.com

Homestead Farm in Poolesville, MD.
More info at www.homestead-farm.net
Larriland Farms in Woodbine, MD.
More info at www.pickyourown.com
Rock Hill Orchard in Mt. Airy, MD.
More info at www.rockhillorchard.com

September 30 - October 1, 2006 is the Frederick Oktoberfest at the
Fredrick County Fairgrounds from 12 -10pm (Sat.) and 12 - 6pm (Sun.).
Admission is $6 or free if you show up wearing authentic dirndl or lederhosen.
More info at www.frederickoktoberfest.com

Virginia
Hartland Orchards in Markham, VA.
More info at www.hartlandorchard.com

October 7, 2006 -25th Annual Oktoberfest in Germantown, MD from
1 lam -dark. Admission is free.
More info at www.germantownoktoberfest.org
•

Stribling Orchard in Markham, VA.
More info at www.striblingorchard.com

OPINIONS
Thoughts from Professional Responsibility
Last Tuesday I found myself stuck but I feel like it has lost some of its vitality
in Professional Responsibility. No choice now that everyone is saying it. Anyways,
in the matter at all. It felt a lot like 1L year: the sooner you realize this and accept it
attending a class in which I have very the sooner you can use it to your advan
little interest that's be
tage. I just thought I
BY ACERBUS
ing held in a timeslot I
would give you guys
a heads up.
would prefer to use for
other activities. Prefer
Another fact
ably ones involving beer or sleep. To make that awful and non-awful students alike
matters worse, my internet connection should accept is that none of you will ever
kept going in and out. My fellow 3Ls will be able to understand what the L.L.M.
recall the dark ages of our 1L year when student from another country is asking the
the internet was blocked in many of the professor. Don't bother turning your head
classrooms. Every once in awhile, after and straining your ear. It's not worth it. If
obsessively clicking the "connect" button, your professors are even moderately aware
an oasis of internet access would appear of their surroundings (doubtful, I know)
during class—only to vanish in the face then they'll sum up what the non-native
speaker said before providing an answer.
of espn.com's streaming video.
Anyways, I felt like I should put If not, just let it go. It's not worth asking
these dull moments to good use by shar the people sitting next to you—they don't
ing a few thoughts with my fellow future have a clue either. And no, I'm not racist
lawyers, judges, politicians, and debt- or xenophobic. My family is made up of
ridden friends with drinking problems. immigrants, and I love them. That doesn't
Having roamed these halls for a couple of change the fact that I can't understand half
years I feel like a veritable fount of useless of them at family reunions.
One more thing to keep in mind
knowledge. And, since I'll be stuck in a
class with nothing to do but brainstorm is that the people fighting for their vari
every week, this seems like a positive way ous causes via sales of baked goods all
sincerely care about whatever it is they
to spend my time.
First of all, many of you reading are hawking. I know it's hard to imagine
this are awful people.
devoting your free time to animal rights,
I know, I know, that seems harsh. or feminism, or free speech instead of
Deep down I am sure you have very fine fantasy sports and going to bars. But, if
qualities instilled by parents who spent a you wear a shirt that says "masculinist"
lot of money employing a nanny to raise or "I enjoy shooting kittens," you will
you and a private school to teach you the upset a certain segment of the law school
finer things (like lacrosse and wearing population. And one day you may need a
job where they work. It's not worth it.
tight polo shirts with collars flipped).
On a more serious note, understand
But let's face it. You've grown up
privileged, consider yourself smarter than now that GW Law has one of the more
you actually are, and all the evidence ridiculous law journal systems among the
points toward you living a fairly mean top law schools (are we really a top law
ingless life, working in 6 minute, billable school?). For example, Georgetown and
increments. You'll probably drive a BMW, Duke have eight journals, Harvard has
own two homes, and join a country club. I thirteen, and Berkeley has eleven—and
would prefer to use the word douche bag, not all require a mind-numbing, Spring

Loving PRE

Break-consuming, selection process in
order to become members . Everyone
knows employers want journal member
ship. How do the employers phrase it on
Symplicity? Ah, yes: journal membership
"preferred," along with that elusive 3.6
GPA, of course. Maybe some ambitious
1L can take up this cause and "fight the
man" that's keeping all of us underachiev
es down even farther than we deserve.
One last thought: wearing sandals
into men's restrooms at law school is a
dangerous gamble. Is there a wet dog
shaking himself every afternoon in the
bathroom by the Lerner entrance? I swear
to God, the floors are soaking wet half
the time. Do people bring their children
to law school, or do we need to institute
mandatory potty-training for lLs? Also,
is there a reason the paper towels seem
to run out frequently? I know it's not the
staff's fault—they work hard enough
cleaning the mess we leave all over the
school (is it that hard to pick up your own
trash?)—but without paper towels you
have three options: wipe it on your shirt
(which leaves some sexy wet hand marks),
use toilet paper (always fun to have your
hands covered in bits of toilet paper as
you walk into a class), or just walk around
with wet hands (and pray no one tries to
give you a hand shake).
Alright, it feels like I dropped
enough knowledge for one article. I did
have to pay some attention in class so
that I could learn why it is bad to lie to
your client, or kill your client, or have sex
with your client's spouse (unless you're in
Texas, where it's condoned). If I make it
to class next week my goal is to outline
my plan to mount a legal attack against
the American Bar Association.
Until next time, all thoughts, sugges
tions, anger can be directed to: thoughtsfromprores@yahoo.com.
•
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Inhuman Extraction
When a detainee at Guantanamo now infamous "waterboarding," where a
Bay prison is removed from his cell, the detainee is made to believe he will die by
army calls it an extraction. Occasionally, simulated drowning. These are just a few
the detainee resists, and a unit known as of the "alternative methods" known to be
the Immediate Reaction Force (I.R.F.) used in some interrogations. Never mind
is brought in to complete the extraction. that they do not actually yield accurate
Like all other units, they must practice. In information, just whatever the detainee
the early morning hours of January 24th, believes the interrogator wants to hear. It
2003, Specialist Sean
seems that this is the
dosH TEITELBAUM
Baker responded to
administration's apthe call from his squad
proach to intelligence
leader for volunteers.
gathering anyway:
for a training session. When Spc. Baker ar- policy is fixed, evidence is found to suprived, the Second Lieutenant ordered him port it.
towearanorangejumpsuitandwaitona
So they set about the task of consteel floor in an isolation cell. Spc. Baker torting the law to permit what it prohiblooked concerned, yet his commanding its. Under the guise of "clarifying" the
officer assured him that the I.R.F. team Geneva Conventions, the President's
would know that this was just a drill. In first
proposal would tie the standard of
fact, the I.R.F. team did not know that the the Geneva Conventions to the McCain
man in the orange jump suit was one of sponsored Detainee Treatment Act — a
their own, and they entered the cell under clever political move to force the senator
the belief that Baker was a detainee not into rhetorical knots, arguing against his
responding to pepper spray. They entered own legislation. The Detainee Treatment
the cell, grabbed his head and ground it Act uses a "shocks the conscience" staninto the floor. They used a pressure point dard, one that is even more ambiguous
on his throat, picked his head up, and than a prohibition on "outrages upon
slammed it against the floor again.
personal dignity" because of its subjecThe seizures started the next morn- five nature. At least that's what the Vice
ing, increasing to as
President said. "You
can Set into a debate
many as 10 per day,
jhey entered the Cell,
and continued until
about what shocks the
grabbed his head and conscience and what is
9 months later when
a doctor at Colum ground it into the floor. cruel and inhuman, and
bia University Medi
to some extent, I sup
They used a pressure
cal Center diagnosed
pose, that's in the eye of
point on his throat,
him with intractable
the beholder." It wasn't
that the Geneva Conepilepsy. When asked
picked his head up,
if his epilepsy could be
"
*.
ventions were vague,
attributed to having his an" slammed it against it's that they wouldn't
head slammed against
the floor again. The
allow the President the
„ex, ability to do what he
a steel floor, the doc
staHed
tor responded absowanted - use cruel,
lutely, and will probably
morning.
inhuman, and degradcontinue indefinitely if
ing treatment in CIA
treatment is unsuccessful."
interrogations.
The case of Spc. Sean Baker reveals
For a time, it seemed that a trio of
the reality of what Harold Koh, Dean of Republican senators would assert their
the Yale Law School, called "a general military credibility to block this abrogaprinciple of civilized society: inhumane tion of our international law obligations,
treatment degrades the perpetrator as At the time of this writing, however, the
much as the victim." And so, President press is reporting that a compromise has
Bush went to Capitol Hill last week seek- been reached. To use the names Orwell
ing Congressional approval to extract in- and Kafka as adjectives to describe this
formation from high value detainees using compromise would do a disservice to their
"alternative methods" of interrogation.
literature. The "shock the conscience"
This latest episode in the long saga standard is dropped, yet torture and
of the President's attempt to escape ac- cruel or inhuman treatment are defined
countability under the Geneva Conven- to be nearly equal and defined in such a
tions began this summer when the Su- way as not to cover treatment that is no
preme Court ruled that Common Article doubt actually cruel or inhuman. Cruel
3 of the Geneva Conventions applies to or inhuman treatment is not cruel or inthe detainees at Guantanamo Bay. One human under the proposal unless there
of the provisions of Common Article 3 is a bodily injury plus a (1) substantial
prohibits cruel treatment and outrages risk of death, (2) extreme physical pain,
upon personal dignity, in particular, hu- (3) a burn or physical disfigurement of a
miliating and degrading treatment. Add serious nature, or (4) significant loss or
to this the 1996 War Crimes Act, which impairment of a bodily member, organ,
made grave violations of the Geneva or mental faculty.
Conventions prosecutable in the United
Use of the Cold Cell, Long StandStates, and you've got some pretty clear ing, or Waterboarding may not result in
prohibitions on torture, cruel, inhuman, any of those things, yet they are inhuman
and degrading treatment. The problem is and just the kind of treatment Common
that the administration insists on using Article 3 sought to prohibit. The paradox
"alternative methods" of interrogation of the president's pursuit of power in
that violate these standards.
interrogating detainees is that it will ultiLet us be clear on what these meth- mately erode the support used to justify
ods are. There's the "cold cell," in which it. As Colin Powell recently wrote, "The
a detainee is forced naked into a cell at world is beginning to doubt the moral
near freezing temperatures and repeatedly basis of our fight against terrorism."
doused with water to induce hypothermia.
Throughout our history it has taken
There's "long standing," where a detainee leaders of courage and conscience to calm
is shackled to the floor in an awkward the tide of fear that washes over our nation
position so as not to be able to stand fully in a time of war and uphold the values for
upright and forced to stand for as many which we fight. Senators, Congressmen,
as 40 hours at a time. And, there's the please heed the call.
•

On tll€ left

Al Qaeda's Lack of
"International Character"
For this issue of Nota Bene, my conflict between a state and a non-state
counterpart and I agreed to discuss our party is a conflict of an "international
perspectives on President Bush's plan to character," even if the non-state party is
"reinterpret" Common Article III of the operating in other countries!
Geneva Convention ("Geneva" or "the
I could go on, but if readers want to
Convention"). But let's get something understand more about the strange logic
straight before I begin: The President is of Hamdan, they should consider attendnot trying to alter America's obligations ing the debate this Thursday afternoon
to other nations or
between Professors
BY ADAM J. BESTF.R
Maggs and Turley.
members of their re
spective armed forces
°
is significantly more
under the Conven
tion, so the concerns of some that the to the President's proposal than the inter
President's plan pertaining to Article pretation of Article III. There is material
III will lead other nations to reinterpret before Congress right now dealing with
their obligations to American troops is authorization for the military commis
unfounded. Common Article II covers the sions, modifications to the Uniform Code
of Military Justice,
Convention's appli. . ^
^
litigation shields for
cation between signa
The Court's interpretation American troops and
tory states. Further
more, the President
of Common Article III
agents, and detainee
is not asking con
treatment guideseaM Qaeia operating
gress to somehow
'
lines,
re define the limits
an international capacity,
AS of
of what is possible
fighting a War on an
the writing of this col
or prohibited under
.
.
.
umn, a compromise
the terms of Art III
international level while
das been announced

On the Right

in situations where
iL'Tn aTieS'
What the President is
seeking is redress of
an error of law made
by the five Justices
of the United States
Supreme Court who
decided that Art III
applies to the pres-

acquiring protections
under a'portion of
J the
Geneva Convention that
()nly applies tO those

ofcowseta*

between the White
ouse
?
Senate

few

Republicans
who took exception
t0 some aspects of
.
,,
.
the President's pro
rt. '
Conflicts that are not of an posa] The details of
international character." the compromise have
not yet been released,
but we can be reason
ent conflict with Al Qaeda in Hamdan v. ably certain that there will be consensus
Rumsfeld.
on several things; it will, 1) provide some
Common Article III of the Geneva protection from liability for Americans
Convention of 1949 reads in relevant involved in detentions and commissions,
2) expressly authorize the use of military
part:
commissions to try Gitmo detainees, 3)
"In the case of armed conflict not of loosen some of the President's restrictions
an international character occurring in the on matters including defendant access to
territory of one of the High Contracting evidence, 4) provide clearer guidelines for
Parties, each party to the conflict shall be what is and isn't appropriate for detainee
bound to apply, as a minimum, the fol treatment and, 5) address the Supreme
Court's misapplication of Common Ar
lowing provisions..."
ticle III.
In Hamdan, the Court applied Art
There shouldn't be any argument
III to Mr. Hamdan by determining that that it's absolutely necessary to have
the conflict pursuant to which Mr. Ham clearer guidelines for American troops
dan was detained, ^
m^and other agents
the conflict between
,
when it comes to the
We Simply don t have the
the international
treatment of persons
apprehended and
terrorist group Al
resources to provide full
Qaeda, the United
. . . .
.
detained in the war
trials to everyone that we
m
H,mcvcr
States, Great Britain,
NATO, and numerapprehend in the war on
it's equally neces
sary to be legal pro
ous other nations,
terror
is in fact a conflict
tections for those
that is "not of an
individuals who act
international character."
in accordance with those guidelines.
The Court's interpretation of Com Excessive lawsuits and preoccupation
mon Article III sees Al Qaeda operating with litigation would hamper the ability
in an international capacity, fighting a war of our people to do their jobs and protect
on an international level while acquiring American citizens.
protections under a portion of the Geneva
Furthermore, the military commis
Convention that only applies to those sions are indispensable. We simply don't
conflicts that are "not of an international have the resources to provide full trials to
character." The Court effectively stood everyone that we apprehend in the war
Article III on its head, using an incredibly on terror. The Supreme Court concluded
narrow definition of "international" to that express authorization was necessary
give an impossibly broad meaning to "not to make the commissions legal under our
of an international character."
law and the UCMJ, and that's exactly
The Court essentially understands what Congress should give.
As for the interpretation of Com
"international" to mean strictly between
the governments of two or more states, yet mon Article III, let's just hope that Con
Merriam-Webster defines the word "inter gress realizes the necessity of correcting
national" more broadly as " re
aching beyond the Supreme Court's error.
national boundaries." Thus, while common
sense and the common understanding of
Adam is a 3L and a former figure
"international" dictate that the war on head in the vast right-wing conspiracy.
terror is a conflict with an "international He can be reached at ajbester@law.gwu.
character," the Court doesn't think that a edu
•
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NOT Getting to Know You
BY JOH N BANZ HAF III

Contributing Professor
As this is written, the entering first
year class is just finishing up its fourth
week and, as the Nota Bene reminds us,
the facebook (with their pictures and mini
bios) still isn't out. This book is important
because it is designed to help incoming
students in each section get to know each
other - not only for social purposes, but
also to facilitate the formation of study
groups, help build class rapport and sec
tion spirit, etc.
In sharp contrast, members of my
Torts section [12] had, by the second day
of class, a printed class list with even more
complete bio information (including age,
marital status, hobbies, etc. to help strike
up conversations), as well as addresses
(to encourage ride sharing, study group
formation, etc.) and telephone numbers
and email addresses (to permit easy com
munication).
The next day they had on-line access
to - and could easily download - large
color pictures of all member of their sec
tion; virtually the same thing other lLs
will eventually have when they finally
get their facebooks. Shortly thereafter
they could also download a seating chart
for my class with pictures to further help
them learn the names of classmates. But
other first year sections, which had no
facebooks, apparently did not have this
type of assistance.
To help students get to know one
another during the first week of classes,

we enjoyed a Section 12 rock climb and room companions of most of them.
hike followed by a cookout. [For pictures,
There is also no reason why there
see: http://banzhaf.net/torts/Hikep- can't be more activities organized along
ics/ ] We would have had a get-together section lines so that members of each
barbecue except that the Faculty Lounge section could get to know each other bet
was reserved.
ter during those crucial first weeks. Large
Members of the section were able to events open to all fir
st year students are fine,
come together to
but I think most
watch and hear
students would
the "greatest
There's no reason why it should agree that it is far
piece of oratory
more important
take four weeks to print a
of the 20th Cen
to get to really
tury" - Martin
facebook with information and know members
Luther King's fa
pictures which were both on line o f y o u r o w n
mous "I Have a
section first.
Dream Speech" during the first week of class
N o t a
- on the anniver
Bene could
sary of the day
help with re
he first gave it (which BLSA seemingly gard to these problems in several ways:
ignored), followed by a lively discussion
(with three of their professors participat 1. It could begin by doing an investiga
ing) about discrimination, diversity, affir tive report of why it has taken so long
mative action, etc. They also has several to get the facebook out, especially since
small-group brown bag lunches to discuss camera-ready copy was available on line
other topics, and would have enjoyed a during the first several days of class.
bike trip if it hadn't been rained out.
Good investigative reporters should not
There's no reason why it should accept at face value lame excuses like
take four weeks to print a facebook with "it takes a while to print the books" or
information and pictures which were both that "there were production delays"
on line during the first week of class -an when they as well as everyone else know
unnecessary delay which largely defeats how quickly documents can be printed
the book's purpose of helping incoming today with computer-generated copy.
first-year students get to know each other.
Even more fundamentally, there's no rea 2. Publicize which sections are - and
son why those pictures and information are not -organizing and participating in
were not made available on line -as they special activities during the first several
were for my section - so that students weeks to help students get to know each
could download them and have them in other. Probably no section will want to
the laptops which are the constant class be awarded the title of "least sociable"

Message from the Prez

3. Nota Bene can help set an example
by not waiting until the fourth week of
classes - at least for first years, who need
information about the law school the most
- to publish its first issue. Wouldn't it be
nice if the first issue appeared during the
initial week of first year classes. It could
contain pictures and capsule descriptions
of each of the first year professors and
other people at the law school whom
incoming lLs should know about (e.g.,
deans, key people in Records, etc.). It
could also contain lists of important
phone numbers, an FAQ section, answers
to first-year "how do I find?" or "how do
I do?" type questions, and perhaps even
advice from upper classmen on adjusting
to law school. Please note that virtually
all of this information could be prepared
easily during the Spring term so that it
would be ready for publication during the
initial week of first year classes.
Much of the apprehension dur
ing the first several weeks of law school
could be alleviated if my colleagues and
I - as well as the administration, the
Nota Bene, and the SBA - did more to
help students in each section get to know
on another. This article provides what I
hope are constructive suggestions - and
hopefully will trigger some letters to the

editor with additional ideas.
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Nota Bene

Busy Few Weeks at the
Law School

It has been a great few weeks for maneuvering through the over 80 applica
the law school and a busy one for the tions that came in during the past week.
SBA. New leaders have been elected in The SBA looks forward to working with
the first year and LLM classes. Student all of our new members and the many new
groups received their highest allotment of talents and ideas they bring to the table.
Another thank you is in order
funding ever. Now, to cap it off, this week
for
Matt
Rizzolo and the SBA Senate
the new Student Conference Center will
Finance Committee. Student
be opening on Wednesday
groups
came in droves request
morning.
ing
budgeting
for all types of
First off, let's talk
events,
and
Matt
delivered. The
elections. A special thank
Committee
poured
through
you to Bryan King and
hundreds of requests. To meet
Mike Briggs for all of your
the high demand, Matt went
hard work in getting the
back to the Deans to push for
elections online and getting
more funding. As a part of his
out the vote! Congratula
deal with the Deans, Matt will
tions to newly elected sena
be working the counter at the
tors Melissa Rassas, Brett
new eatery when it opens in
Sheats, Sarah Kavianian,
November. (I already sold my
Ryan Sanders, Sarah Valesoul to the
rio, Depo
SAM JAMMAL
Cart Lady
A k i n last year in
D e k o ,
an effort to
Gina Jun,
get elected,
and A.
so the new
Angelique
Roche! I am sure you will all make great eatery represents a conflict of interest.)
senators during the coming year and will Now the next challenge for Matt and his
make a difference for your sections and merry financers is to get funding from the
undergrads for Barristers and the Hal
classes.
Congratulations are also in order to loween Party (October 27th at Fur Night
the new SBA committee members! A full Club). Godspeed my friends.
Lasdy, the New Student Conference
list of these new committee members is
available on the SBA website. (To meet Center will be opening on Wednesday,
my word requirement I was going to list September 27th. While I know many of
everyone, but the editors nixed that idea.) you will miss the days of standing room
A well deserved thank you also goes out only lunches in the Hard Lounge, the
to David Hain for all of his hard work in law school has finally realized its Mani-

or "dullest" section, so publicity should
provide encouragement to organize activi
ties for each section, as well as provide a
cross-fertilization of ideas for new and
interesting events and other ways to help
bring members of the section together.
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with a ribbon cutting ceremony and free
food. I know I personally will miss the
days of bumping into 10 to 20 people as
I go to feed my money
in
the vending ma
Congratulations to newly
chines that never seem
elected senators Melissa to work. (With Cart

fest Destiny and absorbed Lisner Hall.
(Look out Jack Morton Auditorium,
Dean Lawrence has been eyeing you since
Crossfire got cancelled.)

The new space will be
located on the second
floor of Lisner and is
Lad
u W lil never
equivalent in size to Rassas, Brett Sheats, Sarah
lose your money.. .you
the Faculty Confer
Kavianian, Ryan Sanders, may lose your appetite
ence Center. Thirsty
Thursdays and Wet Sarah Valerio, Depo Akin- after a few hot dogs,
but that's a whole dif
Your Whistle Wednes
Deko, Gina Jun, and A. ferent
matter.)
days will now be locat
Angelique Roche!
Still, even with
ed in the new space, as
——l-IIIBIIIIillllll>—the new space, I am
will numerous student
group receptions. The race to figure out sure I can find other aspects of the law
where the new Student Conference Center school on which to displace my frustra
is located will begin Wednesday at 10 a.m. tions with homework or my job hunt. •
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ODDS AND ENDS

Shorts
6OJ IOVIO her-e,
can exp\a>n"+° me
the Rule AjyiinsL
,
(lirpetui+ies? ) M
N
•
~[ Dbatever Happened
Ah) i t
-to civil
looks like ^ pnocedure^Y^i—
ooe have a
Volunteer..,

Q: What is a criminal lawyer?
A: Redundant.

Crossword 101
Fish Tales
Across
1 Mug:Slang
5 Assessor
10 Rug
14 Disturb
15 Eat away
16 Term of enlistment
17 Spoken
18 City of Light
19 Aviation prefix
20 School activity
21 Maine sight
23 Boxes
25 Dessert
26 Tourist purchase
28 Rum cakes
30 Overturn
31 Word before champion
and leader
32 Beau Brummel
35 Karate status symbol
36 Bottle dweller
37 Morsel
38 Hand tool
39 Ballroom dance line
40 Sense
41 Holy terrors
42 Drive-in employee
43 Relating to the stars
46 Cavities
47 Marina sights
50 JFK visitor
53 Amphibian
54 Space craft path
55 Coward, for one
56 Wicked
57 Blockade
58 Cookie
59
Descartes
60 Philanderer ?
61 Levee

Down
1 Leaper
2 Ventilated
3 Beach sight

1

2

3

4

17
20
^^^•23
26

•r

By Ed Canty

24

56
59

9

•
I
22

13

• 32

33

34

51

52

"

29

^6

44

12

25
• 28

H41

11

"

•

31

35

47

8

•

27

38

53

7

"

30

43

6

1
1

14

A man walked into a bar with his
alligator and asked the bartender, do
you serve lawyers here?
Sure do, replied the bartender.
Good, said the man. Give me a beer,
and I'll have a lawyer for my 'gator

Arguing with a lawyer is like mud
wrestling with a pig: after a while
you realize that the pig actually
enjoys it.

37

39

40
••42

45

46

•

48

49

57

•

1
i

60

4 Slippery fellow
5 Homework output
6 Saudi residents
7 High rocky hills
8 Alter
9 Look-alike
10 Condition
11 Weeders
12 Haloes
13 Search blindly
21 Edible fat
22 Thoroughfare
24 Pub serving
26 Sousaphone
27 Gush
28 Bell sounds
29 Opera rendition
31 Departed
32 Tall tale
33
Graham
34 Chirp
36 P.A.T. target
37 Nude
39 Prepare for the exam
40 Seafarers

•

•

54

50

55

58
61

41 Seen around the stable
42 Word before pin
43 Flower
44 Jostle
45 Bride follower
46 Baseball's Satchel
48 Wooden toy maker
49 Mind
51 Amount of time
52 Cosmetic ingredient
55 Doze off

Know a good lawyer joke? email it
to notabene@law.gwu.edu

Honestly I -think
30U, h a v e m o r e t h a n

e. coll -to

Worr^ about--

Quotable Quote

Democracy means that
anyone can grow up to
be president, and
anyone who doesn't
grow up can be vice
president.
Johnny Carson

By GFR Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 6

Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You finally have half a clue of what's going in
class. Too bad it's LRW class.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Accepting mediocrity is a liberating experience.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
There's this one case where some kid's head gets
cut off by an elevator. Just wait for it.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
Love is in t he air, and herpes is in the blood.
Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
The stars say that when your LRW Pr ofessor de
scribes your memo as "kaf kaesque" you shouldn't
take it as a compliment.

Horoscopes

Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20)
This just isn't your month — con sider faking
mono.
Aries (March 21—April 19)
Tequila from the belly button in return for salt
off the neck does not constitute an exchange of
promises.
Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Take one night this week to set everything else
aside, curl up snuggled in your bed with that
Criminal law b ook and commit felony murder.

Gemini (May 21—June 21)
You pa id money to see Jackass 2. There will be a
box for that on your clerkship applications.
Cancer (June 22—July 22)
It's about this time of the year that those long
distance relationships with college sweethearts
start failing. Your girlfriend was just ahead of
the curve.
Leo (July 23—Aug. 22)
Twenty interviews. Ten callbacks. No jobs.
Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
In a fit of rage, you will f ire the imaginary gen
eral manager of your fantasy football team.

